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We derive a minimal set of Feynman rules for the loop amplitudes in unitary models of
closed strings, whose target space is a simply laced (extended) Dynkin diagram. The string
eld Feynman graphs are composed of propagators, vertices (including tadpoles) of all
topologies, and leg factors for the macroscopic loops. A vertex of given topology factorizes
into a fusion coecient for the matter elds and an intersection number associated with
the corresponding punctured surface. As illustration we obtain explicit expressions for the
genus-one tadpole and the genus-zero four-loop amplitude.
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One of the most important problems in a theory of strings is the construction of the
corresponding second quantized theory, i.e., a eld theory in the space of loops [1]. A
minimal requirement for a string eld theory is to give simple rules for the pertirbative
expansion, i.e., a prescription how to decompose the integral over world surfaces with
dierent topologies into a sum of Feynman diagrams built from string propagators and
vertices.
In the last several years the simplest noncritical string theories were solved using
large-N techniques in matrix models (see, for example, [2]). A matrix model is essentially a
system of free fermions and the closed strings are represented there as collective excitations
of fermions. A possible way to derive the genus expansion in the string theory is to
reformulate the matrix model in terms of these collective elds
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. Suitable for this purpose






E matrix models proposed in [3], describing string theories in which
the matter degrees of freedom are labeled by the nodes of a Dynkin diagram X[4]. These
models were generalized to describe both closed and open strings and reformulated in
terms of the collective loop elds in ref. [5]. The resulting string eld theory is identical
to the one obtained with the loop gas technique in [6], [7]. The world sheet of the string
represents a triangulated surface immersed in the graphX. The diagrammatic rules for the
interactions of the string elds share some common features with the explicit construction
of the interaction in the critical closed string theory [8]. The interaction is described
by a nonpolynomial action, with an elementary vertex for every higher genus amplitude.
The vertices are essentially the correlation functions for topological gravity and have the
geometrical interpretation of punctured surfaces with various topologies localized at a
single point x of the target space X.
1
This is not always the best way to attack the problem. In the standard matrix-quantum-
mechanics formulation of the C = 1 string the fermionic formalism seems to be more ecient that
the Das-Jevicki collective theory, which is well dened only on tree level.
1
The aim of the present letter is to complete the results of [5] where only the general
form of the closed string vertices was obtained. We nd here the explicit Feynman rules







Dynkin diagrams. The basic idea of our approach is that the higher genus interactions are
concentrated in the vicinity of the edge of the eigenvalue distribution where the singularity
is always of square root one. Near this point the collective elds can be expanded in
half-integer powers which leads naturally to the KdV picture of topological gravity.
1. Description of the target space
The target spaces of these models have very similar geometrical properties, which
allows to consider them simultaneously. The graph representing the target spaceX consists
of a set of nodes x, and a number of bonds < xx
0
> between nodes. Two nodes are called
adjacent () on X if they are connected by a single bond. (We do not allow more than












The corresponding string theory has a stable vacuum only if all the eigenvalues of A are
smaller or equal to 2. This condition restricts the choice of possible graphs to Dynkin

























where h is the Coxeter number and the integer m are the Coxeter exponents of the
corresponding Lie algebra. The Fourier image of a function f
x


























can be interpreted as the eigenstates of a quantum particle living on
the Dynkin diagram. The string background (i.e., the disc amplitude) is proportional to
the Perron-Frobenius eigenvector S
x











= minfp j p 2 Pg: (1:4)

























































are the fusion coecients for the order param-



































































which represent the target-space component of the the string interaction vertices [4].
2. A large N matrix model for the loop elds
The string theory with target space X will be constructed as the 1=N expansion of
the N N matrix model dened in ref. [3] whose entities are the hermitian matrices H
x









with the links < xx
0
















































































is a polynomial potential that determines the vacuum state of the theory. Since














After integrating with respect to the the C-elds, the partition function (2.1) can be
dened in terms of the (shifted) eigenvalues 
ix











































(The potential will change as well, but we will keep the same letter for it.)
Using the Cauchy identity, we formulate this model as a system of free fermions. This
is the way to look for a nonperturbative solution. Our aim is to extract the perturbative
piece of the partition function. For this purpose it is most convenient to introduce collective
eld  and the corresponding lagrange multiplier eld v describing the uctuations of the


























in the r.h.s. of (2.4), and integrating over the 's. For each x the integration with respect
to the 
ix
























with potential v = v
x





























































The string coupling constant   1=N is contained in the genus expansion of the










] +   .
3. Saddle point
The functional measure in (2.7) is a nonrestricted homogeneous measure and the
string propagator and vertices are obtained by expanding the eective action (2.8) around






determined by the large N saddle point equations. The genus-





































































has a compact support [a; b] with b < 0. We are interested
in the scaling regime, which is achieved in the limit a=b ! 1: To render the equations
5
simpler, we will rescale  ! jbj
 1
; then the support of 
c
becomes the semi-innite
interval [ 1; 1]. The solutions of the saddle point equation (3.3) behave at innity as
z

, where cos =   cosp
0
. The two branches
 = 1 p
0
(3:4)
correspond to the dense ( ) and dilute (+) critical regimes of the model. Up to an arbitrary























where   L
1+
=N is the renormalized string coupling constant. A string theory with this
background can be viewed as a theory of 2d quantum gravity with the central charge of
the matter eld





For details see [6] and [10].
4. Gaussian uctuations and analytic elds
In order to derive a set of Feynman rules one has to dene the Hilbert space of one-
string states, chose a complete orthonormalized set of eigenstates of the quadratic action,
and nally express the interactions in terms of the mode expansion of the string eld.
It is consistent with the perturbative expansion to assume that the uctuating elds
are again supported by a semi-innite interval, but its right end can be displaced with
respect to its saddle point value  1 due to the uctuations. Therefore it is possible to

















();  < 0 (4:1)
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of the analytic function 
x
(z) as independent eld variable, instead of v
x
. The quantum









and can be interpreted geometrically as the operator creating a loop without marked





   @z
n
of the connected correlator of h	(z
1
)   	(z
n
)i. In the following by loop
correlators we shall understand the correlators of the 	-eld. Since we are interested only
in the scaling limit, it is consistent to identify all analytic elds that dier by an entire
function.
The gaussian uctuations of the collective elds are those that do not shift the edge of
the eigenvalue interval; the uctuations displacing of the edge are described by nongaussian
terms in the eective action that represent the n-string interactions. Therefore the leading














is the genus-zero n-string interaction.



















































































In writing (4.6) we used that Im	
x
( ) = 0;  < 0.
We dene the Hilbert space H of one-string states as the space of real functions 
x
()


















For the purpose of diagonalizing the quadratic action it is very useful to introduce the
map
z( ) = z(  ) = cosh : (4:8)
transforming the space of meromorphic functions in the z-plane cut along the inter-
val [ 1; 1] into the space of entire even analytic functions of  . The cut z-plane is
parametrized by the semi-innite strip fRe  0;   Im  g so that the two sides of
the cut are parameterized by the boundaries f  i;  > 0g of the strip
 = cosh (  i) =   cosh ;   0: (4:9)
Due to the symmetry of the map (4.8) the contour integrals around the cut transforms
into integrals along the shifted real axis    i;  1 <  < 1. In the following we will
keep the same letters for the elds considered as functions of  and denote ( )  (z( )).


















It is quite evident that the plane waves






form a complete set of (delta-function) normalized wave functions diagonalizing the
quadratic action (4.6). The Fourier components of the elds  and  are related to these
2
The choice of the scalar product is a matter of convenience and does not aect the nal
results. It is not conserved by the linear transformations relating dierent functional realizations
of the one-string conguration space [11], [12].
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of  and 	 by (p;E) =
1





(4.6) reads, in terms of these elds,
S
free
















 (p;E)  EV (p;E) (p;E)

(4:12)
By inverting the quadratic form in (4.12) we nd the propagators in the (E; p) space
G
  
(E; p) = G
 
(E; p) = G(E; p);
G

(E; p) = G(E; p)
cosp
coshE





















+ (p + 2n)
2
: (4:14)





























The genus g, n-string interactions, 2g + n   2 > 0, are determined by the genus
expansion of the one-matrix free energy F [v] dened by (2.6). In the scaling limit F [v] is
the generating functional for the correlation functions
fk
1













of the scaling operators 
k
; k = 1; 2; : : : ; in topological gravity [13]. The correlation func-
tions (5.1) are the intersection numbers on the moduli space M
g;n
of algebraic curves of
genus g with n marked points [14]. Each operator 
k
represents a 2k-form in the moduli
space M
g;n
and the correlation function (5.1) is nonzero only if the product is a volume
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form, i.e., if 2(k
1




= 2(3g   3 + n). The intersection numbers
can be obtained from a system of reccurence relations equivalent to the loop equations





















+    + k
n
= n  3: (5:2)




; : : : ; are propor-
tional to the coecients in the expansion of the analytic function (z) in the half-integer




. Sometimes these parameters are named KdV coordinates of































is the string coupling and the sum is restricted to k
1
+   + k
n
= 3g   3 + n.
There is certain freedom in the choice of the coupling constants and we will use it in
order to get simpler formulas. We choose z
0
















































. With this denition the rst two










) = 0, and the sum
in (5.3) contains only nite number of terms. The topological-gravity coupling constant







. Note that its value generically
depends on the point x in the target space. This is natural, since the mean eld is x-








ji    ji: (5:6)
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As mentioned above, we are considering  =
1







] around the saddle point 
c
x
we nd the vertex V
g;n





























; xj    hk
n
; xj; (5:7)
where the sum goes over x 2 X;m = 0; 1; : : : ; k
1







and hk; xji  hkj
x
i. In order to nd the functional representation of the vertex V
g;n
we
have to calculate the KdV coordinates of the plane waves (4.11). In the  -parametrization,



















cosh  + 1  2u
: (5:8)












































]; k = 1; 2; : : : (5:10)
Therefore the KdV coordinates of a plane wave are
hkjEi = E 
k
(iE); k = 0; 1; 2; : : : : (5:11)
The KdV coordinates t
c
k
of the string background can be readily found using the fact
that the derivative d
c






























(); k = 2; 3; : : : (5:13)
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where the sum goes over m = 0; 1; : : : ; k
1




+   + k
n+m
= 3g   3 + n.
The vertex (5.14) is represented in the  -space by a distribution supported by the
point  = 0. Indeed, eq. (5.11) means that the linear functional hkj acts in the space of










Therefore the scattering of string states occurs only along the edge of the half-space (x;  ).
This renders the discrete-space formulation of the string theory simpler than the continuous
one where the interaction only falls exponentially at 1.
6. Feynman rules in the KdV representation
The most ecient way of calculating Feynman diagrams is to represent all entities by
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; 0  p < 2: (6:3)
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(6:4)
















(1  p)   2
3
(1   p); : : :
(6:5)























The Feynman rules are summarized in Fig. 1. It is understood that the dressed
vertices are composed by adding tadpoles to the bare vertices.
g
1 2 g p p ...p1 n2{k  ,k  ,...,k  } Cn
























Fig. 1: The Feynman rules for the string eld theory.
As an illustration we present some simple examples.
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(i) Let us rst check that the Feynman rules reproduce the loop correlation functions in the





= 0; k  0. The momentum space contains a single
momentum p
0
= 1=2, hence the propagator G




















In the spherical limit we get, using the explicit form of the intersection coecients (5.2),







































































































One can check [17] that for  = 1 this amplitude coincides, after being transformed to the
x-space, with the three-loop amplitude in the string theory with continuous target space,
calculated in [12].
z z z1 2 3
p p p1 2 3
z z z1 2 3
p p p1 2 3
=
k =0 0 0
Fig. 2: three-loop genus-zero amplitude.
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This expression is in accord with the continuum limit of the genus-one loop amplitude for
the O(n) model on a random lattice, n = 2cosp
0
, obtained recently by B. Eynard and









Fig. 3: Genus-one tadpole.















































































































In the limit  ! 1 of one-dimensional target space the fusion coecient represents










+    + p
n
), and eq. (6.11) reproduces the




































































z z z z1 2 3 4
z z z z1 2 3 4
z z3 4
p p p p1 2 3 4
p p p p1 2 3 4
0 0 0 1
0 0 0









z z z z1 2 3 4
k=0 2
Fig. 4: Four-loop genus-zero amplitude
7. Conclusions
In this work, we have constructed a string eld diagram technique for C  1 back-
grounds. An essential feature of this diagram technique is the factorization of the vertices
into a matter-dependent (fusion coecient) and gravity-dependent (intersection number)
parts. We have found a minimal representation of the Feynman rules characterized by
discrete quantum numbers, which allows to eciently calculate the loop amplitudes on a
surface with arbitrary genus.
The discreteness of the target space was crucial for the derivation of our Feynman rules.
However, as it was argued in [17], there might be a one-to-one correspondence between the
string theories with discrete and continuous target spaces. Such a correspondence would
conrm the idea of Klebanov and Susskind about the appearance of a minimal length in the
target space [19]. In ref. [17] the target spaces A
1
 Z and IR were compared. We expect
16
that, more generally, every string theory with discrete target space can be mapped onto
a string theory with one-dimensional space of orbifold type. However, after translating
the Feynman rules into the continuum language, the vertices will loose their beautiful
factorized form and the so called "special states" with integer momenta will appear as a
remnant of the periodicity in the momentum space of the original vertices and propagator.
Another important issue to be addressed is to derive the string eld perturbative
expansion from more fundamental geometrical principles, without reference to a matrix
model. For this one has to nd the underlying algebraic structure and the related sym-
metry. One of the possible approaches relies on the W -algebra symmetry [15]. However,
it seems that a more natural structure, following directly from the loop equations, is de-
scribed by a direct sum of Virasoro symmetries, one for each point of the target space [20]
[5].
Finally, let us mention that our discrete Feynman rules can be readily extended to
the open string sector using the explicit expressions for the interactions of open strings
derived in ref. [5].
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